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SeeMore Expands New 100% Milled CS Gunmetal Series 

The SeeMore Putter Company has followed up on 
the growing success of its flagship putter line by 
expanding the new milled CS Gunmetal series.  
Three models are featured – the mFGP blade, 
mFGP2 mallet and the DB4, introduced earlier in the 
year.  The mFGP and mFGP2 feature SeeMore’s 
patented RifleScope Technology (RST) alignment 
system – where the golfer lines up 2 white lines and 
hides a signature red dot for perfect set up and a 
perfect stroke.  The DB4 features RST2 alignment 
technology expands the proprietary alignment 
benefits of SeeMore’s patented RifleScope 
Technology (RST) to a classic blade design with 
offset hosel for the first time.    

“The DB4 has been the most exciting new product introduction in SeeMore history, greatly expanding the 
benefits of SeeMore’s proven RifleScope Technology to a broader range of golfers,” said Jim Grundberg, 
Managing Partner.  “Now the new mFGP and mFGP2 CS model putters bring the striking beauty of the 
DB4 CS to SeeMore’s classic center shaft blade and mallet designs.  These new models are designed on 
tour and inspired by the original FGP model which has continued its great success on tour this year.”  

 

      mFGP CS Gunmetal             mFGP2 CS Gunmetal (front)      mFGP2 CS Gunmetal (back) 

All three models are 100% milled in the USA, and are available in soft carbon steel with a proprietary 
multilayer black gunmetal finish for striking and lasting beauty.  Retail price is $295. 
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SeeMore Statistics 
 
SeeMore originally became recognized when Payne Stewart won the 1999 U.S. Open playing a SeeMore putter in 
the greatest final round putting performance in US Open History. Stewart’s dramatic putt on the 18th hole to 
defeat Phil Mickelson was the longest putt to ever win the US Open on the final hole. Stewart also won the putting 
title for fewest putts per round over the entire 1999 season.  The brand was re-launched in 2007, and immediately 
regained worldwide prominence as Zach Johnson used a SeeMore FGP to win the 2007 Masters. Johnson also 
set the all-time putting record on the Nationwide Tour for the entire season in 2003 (1.699 putts/GIR). 
  

    
 
      DB4 CS Gunmetal (front)         DB4 CS Gunmetal (back) 
 
The major story in 2010 on tour for SeeMore has been the continued excellence of Zach Johnson, winner 
of the 2010 Colonial Invitational in record fashion last month with one of the greatest final round putting 
performances in PGA Tour History.  He made 5 birdies and nearly 100 feet of birdie putts on the back 9 
on Sunday to set the all time Colonial Tournament Scoring Record at 21 under par.  He has established 
himself as one of the greatest players in the world with 6 victories over a 39-month stretch, including the 
2008 and 2009 Valero Texas Opens and the 2009 Sony Hawaiian Open, to add to his 2007 Masters 
victory and 7 overall tour titles.  He is one of only 2 players on the PGA Tour to record victories in each 
of the last 4 years.  He also recorded the lowest round of the year on the PGA Tour in 2009, a 60 in the 
3d round at the Texas Open, which makes him the only player in the history of the PGA tour to have 2 
career rounds of 60 or better, his first 60 coming in the 3d round of the 2007 Tour Championship at East 
Lake.  Johnson’s pair of 60’s is the last 2 rounds of 60 or better on the entire PGA tour. 
 
SeeMore’s newly redesigned website at www.seemore.com and new www.seemoreputtersblog.com has 
many new features including videos about the proprietary SeeMore putting system and its proven and 
patented RST alignment system as well as news about SeeMore’s remarkable legacy and Tour success. 
SeeMore putters are custom made in Franklin, TN.  


